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Some inputs of computational models are commonly retrieved from external sources (handbooks, articles, dedicated measurements) and therefore are subject to uncertainties. The known experimental dispersion of the
inputs can be propagated through the numerical models to produce samples of outputs. The stemming propagation of uncertainties is already significant in metrology but has also applications in optimization and inverse problems resolution of the modeled physical system. Moreover, the information on uncertainties can
be used to characterize and compare models, and to deduce behavior laws. This tutorial gives tools and applications of the propagation of experimental uncertainties through models. To illustrate the method and its
applications, we propose to investigate the scattering
of light by gold nanoparticles that also enables the comparison of the full Mie theory and of the dipole approximation. The position of the localized surface plasmon
resonance and the corresponding value of the scattering
efficiency are more specifically studied. © 2017 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (080.1753) Computation methods; (100.3190) Inverse
problems; (290.4020) Mie theory; (000.4430) Numerical approximation and analysis; (310.6805) Theory and design; (000.5490) Probability theory, stochastic processes, and statistics; (050.1755) Computational electromagnetic methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The basic idea of the propagation of experimental uncertainties
through models comes from the handling of uncertainties in
experiments. The Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
Measurement [1–3] and its companion [4] are the founding references of the scientific exploitation of uncertainties [5] : “It is
now widely recognized that, when all of the known or suspected
components of error have been evaluated and the appropriate
corrections have been applied, there still remains an uncertainty
about the correctness of the stated result, that is, a doubt about

how well the result of the measurement represents the value of
the quantity being measured.” and therefore, the uncertainty
of measurement is defined as a “parameter, associated with the
result of a measurement, that characterizes the dispersion of the
values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand” [1]
(section (B.2.18)). Actually, in the case of the comparison between experimental results and theoretical ones, the overlap of
uncertainty intervals obtained from experiments and numerical simulations is the necessary condition to assess their agreement [6]. Indeed, some inputs of numerical simulations come
from experimental data (the optical properties for instance) and
therefore are subject to uncertainties whose influence deserves to
be taken into account to refine the discussion on the theoretical
results. As uncertainties of model inputs can be considered as
the result of a random phenomenon, propagating a random sample of inputs through the numerical model produces an output
sample. The purpose of this tutorial is to show how a sample of
output numerical results, produced from statistical distributions
of the inputs, can be processed. More specifically, models and
numerical simulations are very helpful to explain physical phenomenons, to deduce behavior laws, to optimize systems and to
solve the inverse problems. In this tutorial, these applications of
the propagation of uncertainties are addressed.
This tutorial is based upon the propagation of distributions
using a Monte Carlo method described in Ref. [2]. No commercial software is required. All results of this tutorial are obtained
with softwares under opensource government: GNU Octave [7]
and GNU R. The paper is organized as follows: the second section introduces the basis of the propagation of uncertainties and
its applications. The third section is devoted to the numerical
and physical discussions of the results. For this, the example of
the scattering of light by gold nanoparticles is considered. The
results of the propagation of uncertainties are used to compare
models, to optimize the modeled physical system, to solve the inverse problems and to deduce behavior laws, before concluding.
The algorithms of the method of propagation of uncertainties are
given in appendix. Glossary of notations may help the reader.

2. THE PROPAGATION OF UNCERTAINTIES THROUGH
NUMERICAL MODELS
Methods for handling of uncertainties are used by experimentalists to determine significant digits of a measurement, especially
in the case of successive measurements of the same measurand,
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carried out under the same conditions of measurement [1, 4].
From statistical processing of the measured data, coverage intervals can be deduced. Undoubtedly, the evaluation of uncertainties is valuable in experiments [5]. Conversely, the numerical model is often evaluated only once by using either a
specific value or an estimation of the mean value of each of the
inputs. However, the experimental uncertainties of the inputs
of a model can also be used in numerical simulations. Indeed,
repeated evaluations of the model by using the random generation of the inputs in accordance to their uncertainty, produces
samples of output results, that can be processed in the same
way as any result of repeated experiments. The following subsections introduce the basis of the propagation of uncertainties
through analytical and numerical approaches. The concept of
coverage intervals is introduced. The use of an output sample of
the numerical model for comparison of models, for applications
in optimization and in inverse problems are also described, as
well as in the possible deduction of behavior laws. Indeed, a
deterministic link between outputs and inputs can emerge from
the random results.
A. Analytical approach of the propagation of uncertainties:
sensitivity coefficients

Let us consider an analytical model M a (P , X ) which depends
on N continuous inputs I that are parameters P and variables
X . The analytical model enables to calculate the partial derivatives with respect to each input Ii , and therefore to produce an
analytical formula of the uncertainty u(o) on the output quantity
o = M a (I). This approach is directly inspired by that of the
indirect measurement (Eq. (16), p. 21 of Ref. [1]):
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sensitivity coefficients ci and c j

where u(Ii ) and u(I j ) are the uncertainties of each input Ii and
I j and ρ(Ii , I j ) is the estimated Pearson’s correlation coefficient
satisfying ρ(Ii , I j ) = ρ(I j , Ii ) and −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. This coefficient
is also called the product-moment correlation coefficient [1]:
ρ(Ii , I j ) =

∑(Ii − µ(Ii ))(I j − µ(I j ))
,
(∑(Ii − µ(Ii ))2 )1/2 (∑(I j − µ(I j ))2 )1/2

(2)

where µ(•) is the mean value of the data, and the sum is
achieved on all the considered data. If the inputs Ii and I j
are statistically independent, ρ(Ii , I j ) = 0, but the converse is
not necessary true. Evaluations of standard uncertainty components are founded either on frequency distributions of the
repeated measurements (Type A), while Type B evaluations are
founded on a priori distributions of probability using information
from references, manuals, technical data sheets, or independent
characterization of the measurement apparatus.
The numerical approach of the propagation of uncertainties is
an alternative method if no analytical model is available, or if the
partial derivative cannot be easily calculated [2]. It is based on a
Monte Carlo method to determine the size of sample that ensures
a control of the accuracy of the output sample characteristics
(mean value, standard deviation and coverage interval).

2

B. Numerical approach of the propagation of uncertainties

Let us consider a numerical model Mn (P , X ) which depends on
the input parameters P and on the variables X . We suppose that
inputs I = (P , X ) are subject to uncertainties that are supplied
from experimental sources. For example, Pi is supposed to follow a gaussian (or normal) distribution of probability, with mean
value µ(Pi ) and standard deviation σ(Pi ). Therefore, the random generation of M values of Pi allows to compute a sample
of output values for the same variable X . Therefore, the mean
value µ(o) and the standard deviation σ(o) of the output sample
are similar to those obtained from repeated measurements [1, 2].
The size M of the sample is determined as follows.
B.1. Quantities of interest and sample size

The propagation of the inputs uncertainties through the model
produces a sample of output results. Therefore, the output sample o is characterized by its estimated mean value µ(o) and
its estimated standard deviation σ(o). The standard deviation
measures the dispersion of possible outputs around the mean
value. Moreover coverage intervals can be deduced from the
c = [o
sample [2]. The coverage interval CI p%
low ; o high ] contains
a specified proportion of the outputs, given an arbitrary chosen
coverage probability p (see algorithm 3 in appendix A). Reference [2] (section (7.7) ) states that the boundaries of the coverage
interval are the minimum and the maximum of the M × p values of the sorted sample (M × p is the product of the size M of
the output sample o by the coverage probability p, algorithm 3,
appendix A). The lower and the upper bounds of the interval
c (o
CI p%
low and o high respectively) as well as the estimated mean
value µ(o) and standard deviation σ(o) depend on the realization of the random drawing of the inputs. In Ref. [2], the
minimum size of the sample M is the maximum integer number
in {104 ; 100/(1 − p)}. For example, p = 0.95 leads to a recommended sample size of 104 . Nevertheless, the delivery of such
quantity of numerical results may require time-consuming computation. Therefore, we prefer to determine the size M of the
sample from both the number of significant digits of the input
quantities, retrieved from experimental a priori knowledge, and
from the length of their intervals of variation [6]. The sample
size M must be greater than the maximum of the ratios of the
lengthes of intervals of variation, to the smallest intervals that
can be measured (discrimination threshold or finite resolution),
for any parameter or variables.
The dispersion of the mean value of outputs (µ(o)), of the
standard deviation ( σ(o)) and of the boundaries of the coverage
interval ( olow and ohigh ) must be characterized to deduce the
retained significant digits for each of these quantities. Therefore,
the statistical study of a sufficient number of output samples
must be carried out. In fact, each of these quantities which are
deduced from each sample, itself becomes a random number
since it varies from one sample to another. Reference [2] proposes an adaptive procedure to achieve a given target accuracy
of these quantities. We draw inspiration from that Monte Carlo
method: algorithms 1-3 describe the procedure (appendix A).
The method is based on the repeated generation of h samples of
outputs (each of then having size M), until a given precision on
the mean value, the standard deviation of the mean value and
on the boundaries of the coverage interval is reached. The aim is
to reach a given number of significant digits in these quantities.
Actually the repeated achievements of the propagation of uncertainties supplies sets of h mean values, standard deviations and
boundaries of the coverage intervals. The mean value and the
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standard deviation of the h mean values, the standard deviation
and the boundaries of the coverage interval of each sample are
evaluated. The standard deviations of each of these estimated
values (from the h samples), relatively to the mean values are: sµ ,
sylow and syhigh . The standard deviation for the merged outputs
(a single sample of size M × h) is su(O) .
At each step h of the Monte Carlo loop, an additional sample
of size M is computed. The loop stops when the maximum sy of
the relative standard deviations is lower than the chosen target
accuracy ur (o) (i.e. 1%). The stopping criterion is [2]:
sy = max({sµ , su(O) , sylow , syhigh }) ≤ ur (o),

(3)

At the end of the loop, the number of computed samples is
max(h). The merged output data O of size max(h) × M can
therefore be processed as well as each sample of size M.
B.2. Normality test and coverage intervals

Intervals about the result of computations can be defined. They
may be expected to encompass a large fraction of the distribution of values that could reasonably be attributed to the output
c is a characteristic of a given
value. The coverage interval CI p%
sample. Indeed, it contains a specified proportion of the outputs,
given an arbitrary chosen coverage probability p. But in the
case of sample of small size, its reliability may be questionable.
Therefore, a complementary analysis may be of interest. It consists in testing the null-hypothesis H0 that the sample comes
from a normal distribution of probability (for example) by using
non parametric tests of equality of probability distributions (or
“goodness-of-fit”) [8]. Therefore the question is: “is it reasonable
to make the assumption that o is randomly distributed following a normal distribution?” If the answer is yes, an interval of confidence
at level p can be deduced.
In a normality test of data (or statistical hypothesis testing),
data oi are tested against the null hypothesis that it is normally
distributed. The test gives a probability value ptest . For examples, the Lilliefors test [9] which is a variant of the Kolmogorov
test [10] with estimated mean and variance from the sample,
considers the maximum distance between the cumulative distribution functions (CDF). The CDF is also used by the AndersonDarling test [11] whereas the Shapiro-Wilk test [12] uses the
estimate of variance. The Shapiro-Wilk is classically considered
as the most powerful especially in the case of small sample size.
The Pearson test (χ2 ) gives a probability value ptest of deviations
between observed and theoretical frequencies. The normalized
sum of squared deviations follows a χ2 distribution, under the
null hypothesis. [8, 13].
The probability value ptest is compared to a significance level
α (arbitrary chosen). The null hypothesis is either:
• rejected if ptest < α, and there is evidence that the output
sample o was not from a normally distributed population;
• or cannot be rejected if ptest ≥ α.
The results of tests are just one piece of evidence that can be
helpful to accept (or reject) the hypothesis of normal distribution [14]. However, the quantile-to-quantile plots exhibit the
possible asymmetry of the distribution and its agreement with
any theoretical distribution. It has to be noticed that the size of
the merged output sample O may be too large to be processed
with conventional statistical tests.
The acceptation or rejection of the supposed normality of the
output sample being decided, two cases arise.

3

coverage intervals having a level of confidence p can be defined for the sample and for
the mean value of the sample.

Case #1, accepting the null hypothesis:

• The coverage interval CI p% for the sample, having a level of
confidence p% is the following:
CI p% = [µ − zs σ; µ + zs σ],

(4)

with µ the estimated mean value of the output sample and
σ its estimated standard deviation. zs is the coverage factor. We are p% confident that a new value of computation
of the model is in our interval. The coverage factor zs is
given by the inverse of the cumulative distribution function
−1
(CDFN
) of the normal distribution with mean 0 and
(0,1)
standard deviation 1, as a function of the considered level
of confidence p (see Tab. (G.1) in Ref. [1]):
−1
zs = −CDFN
(0,1)



1− p
2


.

(5)

µ

• The coverage interval CI p% for the mean value of the sample
is written as:
σ
σ
µ
CI p% = [µ − zm √ ; µ + zm √ ].
M
M

(6)

We are p% confident that the mean of the output values
µ
is in CI p% . Indeed, the mean value may differ from its
estimation (the estimated mean value in experiments is the
best estimator of the measurand). This interval is a range
of values that acts as good estimates of the unknown mean
value. The coverage factor zm is given by the inverse of the
cumulative distribution function (CDFt−1 ) of the Student
t-distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1, as a
function of the considered level of confidence p [1]:
zm = −CDFt−1



1− p
2


.

(7)

When the size M of the sample grows, the t-distribution approaches the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance
1 (N (0, 1)). The degrees of freedom of the t-distribution
is equal to νe f f . Reference [1, 2] suggests using the WelchSatterthwaite formula to adjust the effective degrees of freedom of the output:
νe f f =

∑

u4 ( o )
 4 4

ci ui (Ii )
νi

(8)

Both the number of random inputs (νi + 1) and the uncertainties of the input parameters and variables ui are used to
evaluate the effective degrees of freedom. ci are the sensitivity coefficients (Eq. 1). If ci are unknown, then the degrees
of freedom is set to M − 1.
The mean value is the best estimator of the output of the model.
The associated coverage interval CI µ characterizes the statistical
realization (i.e. if the computation is repeated on numerous
occasions and interval estimates are made on each occasion, the
resulting intervals would bracket the true population input in
approximately 95 % of the cases [4]).
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the result of the non parametric tests of equality of probability distributions is such as
ptest < α. Therefore, the rejection of the hypothesis of normal
distribution of the sample is legitimate and forces us to choose
an arbitrary value of the coverage factors: zs = zm = 2 [1]. In
this case, no level of confidence can be associated to the intervals.
A first application of the propagation of uncertainties is the
comparison of the results of two models. Indeed, the numerical
evaluation of errors between models falls in an interval due to
the uncertainties of the model inputs. This approach is close to
that of the comparison between experiments and theory.
Case #2, rejecting the null hyptohesis :

C. Application #1: uncertainties for the comparison of models

Two models of the same experiment are considered M1 (P , X )
and M2 (P , X ). For example, one of them can be an approximation of the other one, leading to simpler analytical expression.
We focus on the agreement of the output data of both models,
by processing the output samples. Each model gives output
samples o1 and o2 that can be compared using the coverage
intervals described in Sec. 2.B. Indeed, the overlap between coverage intervals of the mean of the output indicates that both
models are compatible with each other. On the contrary, in case
of no overlap, the approximation fails.
These inputs produce: o1 = M1 (P , X ) and o2 = M2 (P , X ).
The relative error er between the two models can be computed
for all inputs that are randomly generated in their respective
interval of uncertainty:


o2
.
(9)
er (o1 , o2 ) = 1 −
o1
The minimum and the maximum of the set of relative error delineate the validity of the approximation, reflecting the propagation
of uncertainties of inputs. Indeed, the uncertainties of inputs
could screen the discrepancy between both models. In this case,
both models could be considered as equivalent, according to the
considered level of uncertainties, if the interval of relative errors
contains 0.
Even if the random inputs produce apparently random outputs, the models may induce deterministic links between them.
The analysis of correlations reveals such a deterministic relation. Indeed, if significant correlations are found, some behavior
laws can be deduced [3]. The behavior laws help to explain
the underlying physics and to predict or discuss experimental
results [6, 15].
D. Application #2: uncertainties for behavior laws

Basically, the value of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρ
(Eq. (2)) is a measure of the linear dependence between two
quantities in a statistical sample. Therefore, ρ is an indicator
of the behavior law (or causal dependence) that could be deduced from a sample. In case of linear dependence between two
quantities, |ρ| is close to 1. If the quantities have no causal relationship, |ρ| is close to 0. However the zero correlation should
be considered with care: it does not imply no dependence and
the visual inspection of the scatter plot of the sorted data is necessary before concluding. The correlation matrix reveal the link
between all quantities involved in the problem: the outputs and
the inputs.
A correlation coefficient close to −1 or +1 indicates that a
deterministic relationship can be found by sorting the data and
fitting the results by adequate functions. The fitting uses either
models or polynomials. In some cases, the resulting function can
be inverted, offering an alternative to solve inverse problems.
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The sample of numerical model outputs is actually the result of a numerical experiments that are subject to uncertainties.
Therefore, finding inputs that produce outputs that are greater
than a given value, is possible. This search belongs to the optimization processes.
E. Application #3: uncertainties for optimization process

The statistical data obtained from the propagation of uncertainties through the model can be used in an optimization process
that corresponds to a change of point of view in the analysis of
the results. Solving an optimization problem is seeking values of
the variables that lead to an optimal value of the function that is
to be optimized [16–18]. Various methods have been proposed
for global optimization but some improvements must be introduced for the optimization of plasmonic nano-structures [19–22].
In the present case, we consider the simplest method of optimization based on the propagation of uncertainties. The data
obtained from the propagation of uncertainties can be used for
an optimization process [23, 24]. The choice of a tolerance tO
(0 < tO < 1) makes it possible to separate the outputs in two
categories. The outputs that fill the corresponding constraint are
kept and the corresponding inputs are those of the optimized
system.
The optimization method involves two steps:
1. a constraint is chosen. We select the outputs oO of the model
Mn as :
oO > tO × max(o),
(10)
max(o) being the maximum of the output sample.
2. Then the intervals for each input parameter PO and input
variable XO are deduced from the selected family of solutions which meet the criterion (10) .
These intervals help to improve the experiments modeled
by Mn , by indicating the tolerated uncertainty of each input. The global maximum max(o) can also be found from a
specific method of optimization (simulated annealing, particle swarm optimization method (PSO) [25, 26], evolutionary
method [27, 28]. . . ). The method based on the propagation of
uncertainties provides a family of acceptable sets of inputs and
therefore is closer to the experimental design. If a local optimum
is found to satisfy the tolerance constraint, it is kept in the family
of solutions.
Finding parameters sets or input variables that produce a
given value of outputs of the numerical model is also of interest.
In this case, the target is not the optimum. This search belongs
to the domain of the inverse problems resolution.
F. Application #4: uncertainties for inverse problems resolution

Solving inverse problems consists in retrieving a set of variables
used in numerical model that adjusts itself to given experimental
data [29]. If the model is robust and describes accurately the
experiment, the recovered variables are expected to be consistent to physical reality. Some optimization methods have been
proposed to solve inverse problems [26, 27, 30, 31].
Among all the solutions obtained from the propagation of
uncertainties, the target is to retrieve the parameters and the
variables (P I , X I ) giving a specific value o I = Mn (P I , X I ).
Generally, the problem consists in finding the inverse function:
1
(P I , X I ) = M−
n ( o I ). This inverse or its approximation is rarely
determined, even locally, if we have no local information on the
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model. Moreover, in many cases, the solution is not unique, but
a family of solutions is expected. Therefore, the output sample
of the model, obtained from the propagation of uncertainties,
can be used to solve the inverse problems.
The method consists in selecting the variable sets that corresponds to the target T, with possible introduction of a tolerance
t I (0 < t I < 1), like in the case of the optimization process:
1. a constraint on the outputs is chosen. For example:
T (1 − t I ) ≤ o I ≤ T (1 + t I ).

(11)

2. Then the possible values for each input variable X I can be
found.

3. IMPLEMENTATION FOR THE SCATTERING OF LIGHT
BY GOLD NANOPARTICLES
The propagation of uncertainties described in Sec. 2 is applied
to the scattering of light by spherical gold nanoparticles. We
use two numerical models in the examples of applications: the
full Mie theory and the dipole approximation. Following is an
outline of this section: subsection 3.A deals with the basics of the
full Mie theory and of the dipole approximation. Some details on
the dipole approximation are given to be able to discuss the following results. The uncertainties of the inputs (parameters and
variable) are evaluated in Sec. 3.B from references. Sections 3.C3.D are devoted to the analytical and statistical approaches of
the propagation of uncertainties, respectively. The applications
of the propagation of uncertainties to correlation analysis and behavior laws determination, to optimization, to inverse problems
can be found in Secs. 3.E, 3.F and 3.G.
A. The full Mie theory and the dipole approximation

The Mie theory [32] describes the interaction of light with material particles through an analytical approach. Fully analytical
solution can be found for spherical nanoparticles. Notations
are summarized in Tab. 7. The scattering efficiency of an homogenous, isotropic spherical particle of refractive index m (the
surrounding medium is air), and size parameter x = 2πR/λ0 (R
is the particle radius and λ0 is the wavelength of the illuminating
light) can be written as follows:
Qsca =



2 +∞
(2n + 1) | an |2 + |bn |2 .
∑
2
x n =1

(12)

The coefficients an and bn of the Mie series, are deduced
from the formulation of the scalar wave equation in spherical
coordinates and from the boundary conditions on the surface of
the sphere:

an

=

bn

=

m2 jn (mx )[ xjn ( x )]0 − jn ( x )[mxjn (mx )]0
(1)

(1)

m2 jn (mx )[ xhn ( x )]0 − hn ( x )[mxjn (mx )]0
jn (mx )[ xjn ( x )]0 − jn ( x )[mxjn (mx )]0
(1)

(1)

jn (mx )[ xhn ( x )]0 − hn ( x )[mxjn (mx )]0

,

(1)

(13)
(14)

where jn and yn are the spherical Bessel functions and hn are the
spherical Bessel functions of first kind sometimes called spherical Hankel functions (equations (4.9), (4.10), (4.13) and(4.14) of
reference [33]). Free codes for computing the scattering efficiency
can easily be found on internet.
For subwavelength particles (x << 1) , power series expansion about x = 0 of the scattering efficiency (Eq. (12)) can be
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deduced after some algebra [33, 34]. The result is a function of
the relative permittivity er = m2 (this parameter is a complex
number). Limiting the order of the Mie scattering coefficients to
the lowest powers of x seems legitimate for the calculation of
the scattering efficiency Qsca :
Qsca

=

Qdsca +


16 |er − 1|2 (|er |2 − 4) 6
x −
5
| er + 2 | 4


32
| er − 1 | 2 7
=(er )
x ,
3
| er + 2 | 4

(15)

with | • | the modulus of a complex number, and Qdsca the dipole
approximation:
Qdsca =

8 | er − 1 | 2 4
x ,
3 | er + 2 | 2

(16)

and therefore : Qsca = Qdsca + O( x6 ). Complementary theoretical and numerical considerations on the validity of the dipole
approximation can be found in Refs. [35, 36].
The maximum of the scattering efficiency maxλ0 ( Qsca ) over
the visible spectrum and its position λr in the spectrum are the
fingerprints of the localized surface plasmon resonance of the
metallic nanoparticle. This resonance is a complex phenomenon
which depends both on the radius R of the nanoparticle and on
its relative permittivity er . Therefore the methods presented in
Sec. 2 are applied to the problem of the scattering of light by a
spherical gold nanoparticles:
• the models are M1
maxλ0 ( Qdsca );

=

maxλ0 ( Qsca ) and M2

=

• the input of the models is I = (<(er ), =(er ), R), where
<(er ) and =(er ) are respectively the real and imaginary
parts of the relative permittivity of gold and R is the radius
of particles;
• the output of the models is o = (maxλ0 ( Qsca ), λr ) where
maxλ0 ( Qsca ) is the maximum of the scattering efficiency
within the visible wavelength spectrum, that occurs at λ0 =
λr . Actually, the outputs are the abscissa and the ordinate
of the maximum of the function Qsca (λ0 ).
The direct application of the propagation of uncertainties described in [2] is impossible as the uncertainties of the relative
permittivity and of the radius do not play the same role in the
numerical model. The radius is a classical input data, while
the relative permittivity acts at an intermediate level, when the
maximum is searched over the spectrum. The relative permittivity of gold may differ at the same wavelength, according to
the handbooks or papers. Therefore, using this dispersion of
inputs can help to improve the discussion of validity, from a
metrological point of view. The basic idea is to propagate the
uncertainties through the model and then to process the output
results, in the same way as repeated experimental data could
be. The next subsection is therefore devoted to the numerical
evaluation of uncertainties for the inputs of the full Mie theory
and of the dipole approximation. This first stage makes use of
experimental results, bibliographical references about the measurement of the inputs of models: mean values, dispersion and
eventually probability distribution.
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B. Uncertainties of the inputs of the model

The uncertainties comes from imperfect measurement, random
variations of the observation nor incomplete knowledge of certain physical phenomena [1]: “Uncertainty of measurement is
thus an expression of the fact that, for a given measurand and
a given result of measurement of it, there is not one value but
an infinite number of values dispersed about the result that are
consistent with all of the observations and data and one’s knowledge of the physical world, and that with varying degrees of
credibility can be attributed to the measurand.” Consequently
we evaluate the uncertainties of the radius R of nanoparticles
and that of the relative permittivity of gold (er ) from bibliographical references.
B.1. Uncertainty of the radius of the particle

Experimentally, the uncertainty of the radius R of nanoparticles
is related to the preparation method [34]. The size distribution
of “gold standard” nanoparticles was carefully addressed from
NIST reference materials RM 8011, RM 8012, and RM 8013, with
nominal radii of 5, 15, and 30 nm [37]. The reference values from
NIST were 4.55 ± 0.90 nm (i.e. 20%), 12.45 ± 0.60 (i.e. 5%) and
26.6 ± 2.6 (i.e. 10%). The uncertainty can reach 50% for nanometric size particles [38] even if a few papers report multimodal
distributions 6.68 ± 0.10 nm (i.e. 1.5%) and 6.82 ± 0.06 nm (i.e.
0.9%) [39]. However, typical values of relative uncertainties are
around 10% [37, 40–42]. According to the dispersion of the available experimental data, for the following numerical applications
using R ≈ 25 nm, we consider the standard uncertainty for the
NIST reference materials RM 8013 (10%):
u( R) = 0.1R or ur ( R) = 10%,

Fig. 1. Real part of the relative permittivity of gold from var-

ious references as a function of the photon energy hν = h̄ω.
Drude-Lorentz fitting of [46] data (dashed line [52] and solid
line [53]), experimental data from [46] (Phys. Rev. B 6 (1972)),
[47] (Palik (1985)), [48] (Phys. Rev. B 86), [49] (Appl. Opt. 54
(2015)), [50] (ACS Photonics 2 (2015)) and [51] (Appl. Opt. 37
(1998).

(17)

where ur is the relative uncertainty. Histograms in most of those
references show a gaussian shape (or normal) distribution of
size, but tests of the hypothesis of normal distribution have been
sparingly performed on the above mentioned experimental data.
Actually, these statistical tests of the null hypothesis that the
sample comes from a normal distribution, could increase the reliability of the uncertainties and of the coverage intervals which
can be deduced from. In the present case, it could also induce
the choice of the normal distribution for generating the radii
used for the propagation of uncertainties through the model. Let
us now investigate the uncertainty of the optical parameters of
the gold nanoparticles.
B.2. Uncertainty of the relative permittivity

The measurement of complex dielectric constant of a single
gold nanoparticle revealed high variability [43]. The relative
permittivity of gold was shown to depend on the preparation
method [34]. A collection of measured relative permittivities of
gold can be found in [44]. They come from published articles,
private communications and handbooks [45]. Figures 1 and 2
show respectively the real and the imaginary part of the relative
permittivity of gold as a function of the photon energy, from references [46] (Phys. Rev. B 6 (1972)), [47] (Palik (1985)), [48] (Phys.
Rev. B 86), [49] (Appl. Opt. 54 (2015)), [50] (ACS Photonics 2
(2015)) and [51] (Appl. Opt. 37 (1998)).
We consider the domain of variations of the relative permittivity of gold, as the min-max value of the real part <(er ) and
imaginary part =(er ), respectively. These min-max values are
computed from all the experimental data shown in Figs. 1-2, at
each wavelength λ0 . Figure 3 shows the minimum, the mean
value and the maximum of both the real and the imaginary
parts of the relative permittivity as functions of the wavelength.

Fig. 2. Imaginary part of the relative permittivity of gold from
various references as a function of the photon energy hν = h̄ω.
Drude-Lorentz fitting of [46] data (dashed line [52] and solid
line [53]), , experimental data from [46] (Phys. Rev. B 6 (1972)),
[47] (Palik (1985)), [48] (Phys. Rev. B 86), [49] (Appl. Opt. 54
(2015)), [50] (ACS Photonics 2 (2015)) and [51] (Appl. Opt. 37
(1998)
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According to the experimental setup, the optical properties are
generally measured at different wavelengths. Therefore, for computational purpose, we have to evaluate all of them at the same
wavelengths. To reach this goal, two approaches are commonly
used:
• Special functions are used for fitting: they come from
physical considerations on dispersion and are used in
computational codes like finite difference time domain
(FDTD) [52, 53]. For illustration, the fitting of data proposed in [52] and [53] are plotted (solid and dashed lines)
in Figs. 1-2.
• Interpolation or spline fitting of the reference data.
Even if the results from Ref. [53] are better than those from
Ref. [52] in the 400 − 800 nm range of wavelengths, the discrepancy between the fitting by special functions and the experimental data leads us to prefer the spline fitting. For numerical
applications, both the real and the imaginary parts of the relative
permittivity of gold are calculated for λ0 ∈ [510; 530] nm using
a step of 0.1 nm. In this interval of wavelengths, the ratio of the
min-max values to the mean values varies from 25% to 26% and
from 16% to 30% for the real and imaginary parts of the relative
permittivity of gold, respectively.

7

C. Propagation of uncertainties: the analytical approach (Illustration of application #1)

Let us consider the dipole approximation of the scattering efficiency (Eq. (16)). The simple formulation of Qdsca facilitates
the application of the analytical method for the propagation of
uncertainties proposed in Sec. 2.A. Indeed, the calculation of
the required partial derivatives is straightforward. The partial
derivatives (sensitivity coefficients) are calculated from Eq. (16),
using x = kR with k = 2π/λ0 . Assuming non negligible uncertainties of both the radius R of the particle and on the real and
imaginary part of the relative permittivity er , the square of the
combined standard uncertainty u2 ( Qdsca ) is deduced from the
three partial derivatives of Qdsca ( R, <(er ), =(er )) (see Eq. (20)).
In the present study, the dispersion of radii as well as the
evaluation of the uncertainty of the relative permittivity are
obtained from independent references. Therefore the correlation
between the radius and the relative permittivity is set at 0 [1].
Only the correlation between the real and imaginary parts of
the relative permittivity is included in Eq. (20). Considering
correlated measurements of the real part and the imaginary part
of the relative permittivity, the square of the relative standard
uncertainty u2r ( Qdsca ) is the sum of four terms:
u2r ( Qdsca ) =

u2 ( Qdsca )
2
2
= TR2 + TRe
+ TIm
+ Tρ ,
( Qdsca )2

(20)

with:

Qdsca TR

∂Qdsca
∂R

=
=

Qdsca TRe

4

Fig. 3. Minimum, maximum and mean value of the real (black)

and imaginary (gray) part of the relative permittivity used for
computing the uncertainty as a function of the wavelength λ0 .
The structure of gold in the particle is supposed unknown
and therefore all experimental values found in the literature
mentioned above are considered to be equally probable. The
uncertainty is therefore deduced from the min-max domains,
assuming uniform distribution of probability, and this at each
wavelength λ0 [1]:
u (<(er (λ0 ))) =

max(<(er (λ0 ))) − min(<(er (λ0 )))
√
,
2 3

(18)

max(=(er (λ0 ))) − min(=(er (λ0 )))
√
. (19)
2 3
The uncertainties of inputs of models being evaluated, analytical calculations of the uncertainty of the scattering efficiency can
be deduced from the dipole approximation, and the analytical
approach of the propagation of uncertainties can be illustrated.
u (=(er (λ0 ))) =

32 |er − 1|2
k
3 | er + 2 | 2



x3 u( R)
(21)

∂Qdsca
∂<(er )

=

!

∂Qdsca
∂=(er )


=

16

=

u(<(er )) = 16x4 u(<(er ))

(<(er ) − 1)(<(er ) + 2) − (=(er ))
| er + 2 | 4

=

Tρ


u( R) =

u( R)
,
R



Qdsca TIm

!


, (22)

!
u(=(er ))

=(er )(2<(er ) + 1)
| er + 2 | 4



x4 u(=(er )), (23)

2TRe TIm ρ(<(er ), =(er )).

(24)

Tρ can be negative according to the sign of the partial derivative.
The estimated correlation coefficient ρ between the real part
<(er ) and the imaginary part =(er ) of the relative permittivity
can be evaluated from retrieved data (see Figs. 1-2): it varies
from 0.746 and 0.830. Considering the mean value of both the
real µ(<(er )) and the imaginary parts µ(=(er )), the correlation
coefficient is ρ = 0.754.
This analytical approach is able to reveal the dominant terms,
if exist, in the combined standard uncertainty. TR is proportional
to x3 whereas the other terms are proportional to x4 , therefore, it
can be dominant for nanoparticles of subwavelength size (x < 1).
Figure 4 shows the contribution of each additive term in the
square of the combined standard uncertainty (Eqs. (20)-(24)), for
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R = 25 nm . Clearly the uncertainty of the radius of particle is
prevalent unlike that on the relative permittivity. The maximum
of the relative uncertainty is 42% and occurs at λ0 = 506 nm . In
this zone, the contribution of the real part is vanishing, whereas
that of the imaginary part exhibits a maximum. The scattering
efficiency is therefore more sensitive to the imaginary part of the
relative permittivity. Further explanations and illustrations can
be found in Refs. [54, 55] and fall out of the scope of this tutorial.

Fig. 5. Scattering efficiency calculated with the dipole approxi-

mation (Eq. (16), black solid line) and with the full Mie theory
(Eq. (12), gray solid line) for a particle radius R = 25 nm. Uncertainty bars are shown: [ Qdsca (µ(er )) − u( Qdsca ); Qdsca (µ(er )) +
u( Qdsca )] (Eqs. (16) and (20)).

Fig. 4. Contribution of each term in the sum in Eq. (20) to the

combined uncertainty calculated from the dipole approxima2 (Eq. (22)), T 2 (Eq. (23)) and T (Eq. (24))
tion, TR2 (Eq. (21)), TRe
ρ
Im
are respectively the contributions of the uncertainties of the
radius R = 25 nm, of the real and the imaginary parts of the
relative permittivity of gold, and of the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient ρ(<(er ), =(er )).
Figure 5 illustrates the propagation of uncertainties of the relative permittivity through the dipole approximation, by plotting
uncertainty bars (the uncertainty intervals), as a function of the
wavelength, for R = 25 nm. The dipole approximation underestimates (-15%) and shifts the resonance (blue shift of about 2
nm). The scattering efficiency computed for the mean values
of the data used for the relative permittivity of gold is shown
(gray solid line: full Mie theory, and black solid line: dipole
approximation). The curve of the scattering efficiency computed
from the full Mie theory pass through the uncertainty intervals
and therefore, both models are compatible for R = 25 nm, reflecting the high value of the relative uncertainty of the radius.
Considering the combined standard uncertainty of the calculation of the dipole approximation of the scattering efficiency,
the discrepancy between the dipole approximation and the full
Mie theory appears to be negligible. Nevertheless, both models
should be carefully compared before concluding, by calculating
the relative error of the approximation, taking into account the
uncertainties of their inputs.
The sample generated from the propagation of uncertainties
can be used to calculate intervals of error for each radius of particle. Indeed, from either side of the mean value, the dispersion of
error induced by uncertainties provides numerical information
which maybe useful to justify the choice or the rejection of the
dipole approximation. The relative errors er (in percent) of the
approximation of the full Mie theory by the dipole term can be
evaluated for each output of both models (Eq. 9): er (λr , λrd ) and

er (maxλ0 ( Qsca ), maxλ0 ( Qdsca )). Figure 6 shows the boundaries
of relative errors as functions of the radius R of the nanoparticle.
Only the uncertainties of the relative permittivity defined in Sec.
3.B.2 (see Fig. 3 and Eqs. 18-19) are used for these computations,
for each radius R of nanoparticles. The relative error on the
maximum of the scattering efficiency over the visible spectrum
is computed from Eqs. (12) and (16) (gray lines). The relative
error on the spectral position of this maximum is deduced from
the same computation (black lines).

Fig. 6. Minimum and maximum of the relative errors (in per-

cent) e(λr , λrd ) (black lines) and e(maxλ0 ( Qsca ), maxλ0 ( Qdsca ))
(gray lines) as functions of the nanoparticle radius R. All experimental values of the relative permittivity of gold cited in
Sec. 3.B are used.
The investigated domain of radii is [15; 100] nm. The minmax range of the relative error er (λr , λrd ) on the position of the
resonant wavelength obtained from the full Mie theory and
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from the dipole approximation is slowly increasing with the
radius. This relative error is an increasing function of the radius R but remains lower than 6% for R < 25 nm. On the
other hand, the shape of the min-max range of the relative
error er (maxλ0 ( Qsca ), maxλ0 ( Qdsca )) exhibits a maximum near
R = 42 nm, vanishes near R = 61 nm. Then, it is negative and
decreases rapidly with the radius, due to the major role of the
multipolar terms in the Mie series (Eq. 15). For R between 62
and 68 nm, the zero value of the error is included in the min-max
interval. Therefore, both models are compatible, for this range
of radii. This condition is never ensured for the resonant wavelength. Consequently, both models are almost never compatible,
when we take only the uncertainty of the relative permittivity of
gold into account. It has to be noticed that the distance between
the minimum and the maximum of the relative error increases
with the radius of the nanoparticle, therefore the uncertainty of
the relative permittivity cannot be neglected.
In this section, the analytical approach of the propagation
of uncertainties has been used to discuss the respective weight
of each uncertainty in that on scattering efficiency, calculated
from the dipole approximation (Fig. 4). These first results have
allowed us to discuss on the validity of the dipole approximation
for R = 25 nm (Fig. 5). Considering the relative error between
both models, a more general study of the influence of the uncertainty of the relative permittivity has revealed two different
behaviors if the quantity of interest is either the value of the
scattering efficiency or that of the resonant wavelength (Fig. 6).
Despite the usefulness of the analytical approach (dipole
approximation), it suffers from a limitation: first it is only applicable to simple analytical formula and second, it does not
help to answer directly to the question: assuming the three sources
of uncertainty (R, <(er ) and =(er )), what are the uncertainties of
both the spectral position λr and of the value of the resonance peak
maximum? Further analytical calculation would be necessary
to address this problem. Considering a model for the dependence of the relative permittivity on the wavelength, finding the
inverse function of the derivative of the scattering efficiency is
not obvious. However, answering this question is of interest
if the tuning of plasmon-polariton is sought [23], in particular
for fluorescence enhancement [56, 57]. The following statistical
approach of the propagation of uncertainties through models
can help to answer to this question.
D. Propagation of uncertainties: an example of realization of
the statistical approach (Illustration of application #1)

The propagation of uncertainties through models has its origins
in the repetition of observations in experiments. “The uncertainty of the result of a measurement reflects the lack of exact
knowledge of the value of the measurand. The result of a measurement after correction for recognized systematic effects is
still only an estimate of the value of the measurand because of
the uncertainty arising from random effects and from imperfect
correction of the result for systematic effects” [1]. The natural
counterpart in numerical simulation involves the random generation of the inputs which are subject to uncertainties. Therefore,
the repeated executions of the numerical model for each set
of inputs gives a sample of output results. The output sample can be considered as the realizations of a random variable
which involves both the characteristics of the model and the
input uncertainties [2]. To illustrate the propagation of uncertainties and its applications, we use the full Mie theory and the
dipole approximation as numerical models (Sec. 3.A). Tables 4-6
in appendix B specify the parameters, variables, outputs, and
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uncertainties, in relation to the theoretical names in Sec. 2.
The first step is to choose the initial size of the sample, to ensure the reliability of the results. The accuracy (significant digits)
of each output quantity is deduced from the precision of classical
measurements in physics [6] and from a priori information.
• According to the uncertainty of the average radius R =
25 nm, determined in Sec. 3.B.1, the most probable interval
of variation of R is [22.5; 27.5] nm and the minimum number
of radii is 20 for a target accuracy of 0.25 nm.
• From the results in Sec. 3.B.2, the resonant wavelength λr
is located around 520 nm. Therefore, the interval of wavelengths λ0 can be limited to [510; 530] nm, and we deduce
the minimum number of wavelengths λ0 : 200. This sampling enables to locate λr ± 0.1 nm.
• At each wavelength, the minimum number of random permittivities is deduced from the min-max interval about
520 nm and the acceptable tolerance. If we set it to 5%, the
minimum number of relative permittivities is 20.
In this case, the production of an output sample of M = 400 data
requires 80,000 evaluations of each model. The number of inputs
has been chosen to make a trade-off between the computing time
and the significance of the results. The greater the number of
random inputs, the more reliable the results are.
Nevertheless, this first evaluation does not ensure the accuracy of the mean value, of the standard deviation and of the
boundaries of the coverage intervals obtained from random generation of the inputs. Fortunately, the accuracy of the outputs can
be controlled by processing the results of repeated realizations
of the procedure. For this, the results of the repeated realizations of the 400 outputs computation are processed according
the Monte Carlo adaptive procedure described in Ref. [2]. The
algorithm of the procedure is given in appendix A. The standard
deviations of the averages, of the standard deviations and of
the boundaries of the coverage intervals are calculated along all
Monte Carlo trials. The loop of realizations continues until the
stopping criterion is satisfied:
sy = max({sµ , su(O) , sylow syhigh }) ≤ ur (o),

(25)

with o = (maxλ0 ( Qsca ), λr ). The maximum of the relative standard deviations of each of the estimated values from the samples
(sµ for the mean value, su(O) for the merged output along the
realizations and (sylow , syhigh ) for the boundaries of the coverage intervals) must be lower than the relative tolerance on each
output ur (o). The results of the Monte Carlo procedure are
following.
D.1. Coverage intervals for the whole sample (size 80,400)

The standard deviation over the Monte Carlo trials of the averages, of the standard deviations and of the coverage intervals
boundaries provide indicators of the convergence of the method
(see algorithms 1-3 in appendix A). The stopping criteria (ur (o in
Eq. (25)) are ur (maxλ0 ( Qsca )) = 1% and ur (λr ) = 0.97% (Tab. 1).
These values are chosen according a preliminary test showing
the dispersion of each quantity and the required precision. The
number of iterations required to reach the stopping criterion
is max(h) = 201. The whole output data set O (size 80,400) is
the merging of all samples o of size 400. The coverage intervals
are retrieved from the sample by finding the boundaries of the
smallest interval that contains 95% of the data [2] (algorithm 3 in
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appendix A). The two first significant digits of the standard deviation σ limit the significant digits of other results. The maximum
sy of the uncertainties of λr decreases more rapidly than that of
maxλ0 ( Qsca ). Hence, its relative value at the end of the loop is
lower than 0.01%. Only 12 realizations are necessary to reach
ur (λr ) < 0.1%. The coverage intervals with coverage factor
p = 95% for the results of the full Mie theory and the dipole approximation are overlapping even if the average of maximum of
the scattering efficiency obtained from the dipole approximation
is about 20% smaller. The blue shift of the resonance is about 1.6
nm for the dipole approximation. Consequently, the choice of
the dipole approximation for modelling a nanoparticle of radius
R = 25 nm should be based on an a priori acceptable error.

Table 1. maxλ0 ( Qsca ) (full Mie theory) and maxλ0 ( Qdsca )
(dipole approximation), λr (full Mie theory) and λrd (dipole
approximation): mean value µ, standard deviation σ, coverc , for a coverage factor p = 95%. The size
age intervals CI95%
of the output sample O is 80,400. Standard deviations σ(.) of
each quantity for the 201 Monte Carlo trials.

maxλ0 ( Qsca )

maxλ0 ( Qdsca )

µ

0.120

0.100

sµ (%)

0.489

0.490

σ

0.052

0.040

su(D) (%)

0.499

0.495

c
CI95%

[0.0150; 0.2174]

[0.0138; 0.1746]

{sylow ; syhigh } (%)

{0.496; 0.482}

{0.494; 0.485}

λr (nm)

λrd (nm)

µ

518.5

516.9

sµ (%)

0.0022

0.0053

σ

2.3

2.3

su(D) (%)

0.0053

0.0016

c
CI95%

[510.9; 522.6]

[510.0; 520.9]

{sylow ; syhigh } (%)

{0.0045; 0.0029}

{0.0054; 0.0016}

Fig. 7. Quantile to quantile plot of values of the maximum of

the scattering efficiencies maxλ0 ( Qsca ) (black) and maxλ0 ( Qdsca )
(gray).

Over the visible spectrum, the analytical relative uncertainty
u( Qdsca ) is between 40% and 42% (Eq. (20), Fig. 4) . The same
values are obtained when calculating the ratio σ/µ.
The large size of this merged sample prevents from doing
statistical test of the H0 hypothesis of normal distribution of the
outputs O = (maxλ0 ( Qsca ), λr ). However, the visual inspection
of the quantile-quantile plot (Q-Q plot) also gives an indication
of the normal distribution of the sample. Actually, data from
a normal distribution are close to the first bisector of the Q-Q
plot (dashed line). Figures 7-8 show that the distribution of the
values of the resonant wavelength may be normally distributed
unlike the maximum of the scattering efficiency.
The mean value, the standard deviation and the boundaries
of the coverage interval can be computed from a specific data
set o. In this case, the coverage interval associated to the level of
confidence p provided the null hypothesis of normal distribution
of the data can be accepted.

Fig. 8. Quantile to quantile plot of the resonant wavelengthes

λr (black) and λrd (gray).
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D.2. Coverage intervals for the small sample (size 400)

A single realization of the method of the propagation of uncertainties is under consideration. This approach should be
restricted to numerical models requiring time-consuming computation. The size of the sample is M = 400, with random
generation of:
• 20 values of the radius R around the mean value µ = 25 nm
following a normal distribution with standard deviation
σ = 2.5 nm (N (25, 2.5) );
• 20 values of the relative permittivity of gold following an
uniform distribution as described in Sec. 3.B.2 (Eqs. 1819). These values are generated for each wavelength λ0
(U (µ(er (λ0 )), σ(er (λ0 )) ).
Consequently, a set of 400 inputs is generated for this realization. It requires 80,000 evaluations of both models. For each
wavelength λ0 , the scattering efficiencies are computed from the
full Mie theory (Qsca ) and from the dipole approximation (Qdsca ).
Then the maximums of the scattering efficiencies (maxλ0 ( Qsca ),
maxλ0 ( Qdsca )) are found for each set of inputs. Each maximum
corresponds to a scattering efficiency resonance which occurs
at λr . Figure 9 shows the scatter plot of a realization of the
algorithm. The maximum values of the scattering efficiencies
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of maxλ0 ( Qsca ) and maxλ0 ( Qdsca ) can be observed leading to the
conclusion of a high sensitivity of the value of the scattering
efficiency to the inputs.
Table 2 shows the statistical results of 400 computations of
maxλ0 ( Qsca ) (full Mie theory) and of maxλ0 ( Qdsca ) (dipole approximation). Table 3 gives the abscissa λr and λrd of these maximums. Each column of Tabs. 2-3 are computed from normal
distributions N (25, 2.5) of radii and from uniform distributions
of the relative permittivity of gold (Eqs. (18)-(19)). Tables 2-3
give the mean value, the standard deviation, the results of normality tests: Lilliefors (SK), Pearson (χ2 ), Anderson-Darling
(AD), Shapiro-Wilk (SW) tests of normality, coverage factors for
the coverage intervals zs of the sample and of the mean value
zm . The effective degrees of freedom νe f f is deduced from Eq. 8
with Eqs. (21)-(23):
νe f f (max( Qdsca )) =
λ0

u4 (maxλ0 ( Qdsca ))
TR2 (λrd )2
19

+

2 (λd )
TRe
r
19

+

2 (λd )
TIm
r
19

.

(26)

In Tab. 2, the tests of normal distribution of maxλ0 ( Qsca ) are
all in agreement, considering the 201 Monte Carlo trials: all results cause the rejection of the normal distribution. The values of
the standard deviation σ can be compared to the estimated value
from the analytical approach (Sec. 3.A). Over the visible spectrum, the analytical relative uncertainty u( Qdsca ) is between 40%
and 42% (Eq. (20), Fig. 4). About the same values are obtained
by calculating the ratio σ/µ.

Table 2. maxλ0 ( Qsca ) (full Mie theory) and maxλ0 ( Qdsca )
(dipole approximation): mean value µ, standard deviation
σ, results of tests: Lilliefors (pSK ), Anderson-Darling (p AD ),
Shapiro-Wilk (pSW ), Pearson (pχ2 ). Coverage factors for the
sample zs and for the mean value zm , coverage intervals of
the sample CI and of the mean value CI µ . The coverage inc have a level of confidence p = 0.95.
tervals CI p%

Fig. 9. Scatter plot of a realization of the statistical method:

resonance of the scattering efficiencies maxλ0 ( Qsca ) (black)
and maxλ0 ( Qdsca ) (gray) as a function of λr , the wavelength
at which resonance occurs. Deterministic calculation for R ∈
[22.5; 27.5] nm and the mean value of er (thick segments).
(maxλ0 ( Qsca )(λr ) (black) and maxλ0 ( Qdsca )(λr ) (gray)) are plotted as functions of the resonant wavelengths (resp. λr and λrd ).
The dispersion of the results is due to the propagation of uncertainties of both radius and relative permittivity. The two thick
lines (indicated by arrows) come from the deterministic computation for R ∈ [22.5; 27.5] nm (dipole approximation (gray) and
full Mie theory (black)), by using the mean values of the relative
permittivities. The scatter of results around these small segments
shows the influence of the input uncertainties of the outputs.
The maximum of the scattering efficiency can reach 140% of the
maximum of the deterministic evaluation (for R = 27.5 nm).
The small value for the dispersion of λr and λrd confirms the
analytical analysis in Sec. 3.A. On the contrary, high variations

maxλ0 ( Qsca )

maxλ0 ( Qdsca )

µ

0.117

0.097

σ

0.051

0.040

c
CI95%

[0.042;0.232]

[0.037;0.185]

pSK (N (µ, σ))(%)

0

0

p AD (%)

0.0

0.0

pSW (%)

0.0

0.0

pχ2 (%)

0.0

0.0

zs

2

2

CI

[0.015;0.219]

[0.017;0.177]

zm

2

2

CI µ

[0.111;0.122]

[0.093;0.101]

Table 3 gives the results for the resonant wavelengths λr
and λrd respectively computed from the full Mie theory and
the dipole approximation. These wavelengths are the abscissa
of maxλ0 ( Qsca ) and maxλ0 ( Qdsca ). Yet, the retrieved resonant
wavelengths seem to follow a normal distribution unlike the
maximum of the scattering efficiency. Indeed, all tests of normality are in agreement (ptest > α with α = 5% being the threshold
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generally considered), the computed probabilities suggest that
the hypothesis of normal distribution of λr is much more probable than that of maxλ0 ( Qsca ). The Anderson-Darling, Liiliefors
and Pearson tests are in line with the Shapiro-Wilk’s test. According to these results, the hypothesis of normal distribution
of the values of λr and λrd cannot be rejected. Consequently, the
coverage intervals having a 95% level of confidence can be calc
culated from Eqs. (5) and (7). The coverage intervals CI95%
are a
little bit wider than the coverage interval CI95% of the sample in
Tab. 1.

Table 3. λr (full Mie theory) and λrd (dipole approximation):

mean value µ, standard deviation σ, results of tests: Lilliefors (pSK ), Anderson-Darling (p AD ), Shapiro-Wilk (pSW ),
Pearson (pχ2 ). Coverage factors for the sample zs and for
the mean value zm , coverage intervals of the sample CI and
c have a
of the mean value CI µ . The coverage intervals CI p%
level of confidence p = 0.95

.

λr

λrd

µ

518.6

516.8

σ

2.3

2.3

c
CI95%

[512.7;522.5]

[510.4;521.0]

pSK (N (µ, σ))(%)

50.1

31.28

p AD (%)

55

20

pSW (%)

26

7

pχ2 (%)

52

35

zs

1.9600

1.9600

CI

[514.0;523.1]

[512.2;521.3]

zm

1.9742

2.0003

CI µ

[518.3;518.8]

[516.5;517.0]

Even if the mean values and the standard deviations are
of the same order of magnitude in Tabs. 1-3, this is not the
case for the coverage intervals in Tabs. 1-3. The boundaries of
the coverage intervals differ strongly for each model. These
quantities are more much more sensitive to the sample size
than the mean value and the standard deviation. Therefore, to
deduce accurate coverage intervals from samples, the MonteCarlo method must be used. Moreover, it gives the dispersion of
all quantities. Nevertheless, the overlap of the coverage intervals
of the sample CI and CI c in each column of Tabs. 1-3 show that
the Mie theory and the dipole approximation are compatible for
R = 25 nm. Actually, both methods can give values in the same
order of magnitude.
On the other hand, the coverage intervals of the mean CI µ
do not overlap in both columns of Tabs. 2-3. This discrepancy
between the results obtained from the full Mie theory and from
the dipole approximation, are the evidence of the fact that the
dipole approximation is not sufficiently accurate to evaluate the
maximum of the scattering efficiency over the visible spectrum,
for R ≈ 25 nm, nor the resonant wavelength. Both model are
very different in terms of metrology. This result can be related to
the non vanishing error in Fig. 6, even if the uncertainty of the
radius was not taken into account.
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D.3. Standard expression of the mean value

All the following numerical results are written by keeping two
significant digits for the standard uncertainties of the mean
value, as recommended in [1]. The number of digits kept in the
estimated values of the scattering efficiency or of the resonant
wavelength is limited accordingly. The last digit should be only
considered as supplementary information on the order of magnitude of the estimated values. Let us note that the propagation of
experimental uncertainties of inputs through a numerical model
allows a discussion on the overlap between coverage intervals
obtained from experiments and models. This comparison can
support the often found conclusion on the “excellent agreement
between experiment and theory”. The results of computations
can be written as a result of measurement as follows:
max Qsca

=

(0.1174 ± 0.0051),

(27)

=

(0.0977 ± 0.0040),

(28)

λ0

max Qdsca
λ0

where the number following the symbol ± is the numerical value of
an expanded uncertainty, U = zm .u, determined from a standard
uncertainty u computed from 20 values of radii following a normal
distribution and from 20 random relative permittivity following an
uniform distribution. The coverage factors zm = 2 is arbitrary, since
the distribution of values is probably not normal. On the other hand,
the resonant wavelengths seem to follow a normal distribution.
The result for the Mie theory can be written as follows:
λr = (518.55 ± 0.23)nm,

(29)

where the number following the symbol ± is the numerical value of
an expanded uncertainty, U = zm .u, determined from a standard
uncertainty u computed from 20 values of radii following an normal
distribution and from 20 random relative permittivity following an
uniform distribution. The coverage factors zm = 1.9742 is based on
the t-distribution for 168 degrees of freedom, and define an interval
estimated to have a level of confidence of 95 percent. The resonant
wavelength for the dipole approximation is:
λrd = (516.82 ± 0.23)nm

(30)

where the number following the symbol ± is the numerical value of
an expanded uncertainty, U = zm .u, determined from a standard
uncertainty u computed from 20 values of radii following an normal
distribution and from 20 random relative permittivity following an
uniform distribution. The coverage factor zm = 2.0003 is based on
the t-distribution for 60 degrees of freedom, and define an interval
estimated to have a level of confidence of 95 percent.
These results show that the full Mie theory and the dipole
approximation are not compatible in terms of metrology, the
estimated average and its dispersion being used to draw this
conclusion. The behavior laws which can be deduced from the
input and output samples may confirm this result.
E. Illustration of application #2: correlation and behavior laws

For this application of the propagation of uncertainties, the Pearson’s correlation coefficients ρ (Eq. 2) between the inputs ((<(er ),
=(er )), R) and the output of the full Mie theory (λr , maxλ0 ( Qsca )
are calculated. Figure 10 shows the correlation matrix computed
from the sample calculated from the full Mie theory. The elements on the diagonal of the matrix equal to one. They correspond to the autocorrelations.
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Fig. 10. Correlation matrix of the input parameters, variable

Fig. 11. Scatter plot of the sorted results of the propagation

and outputs: the mean values of the real and imaginary parts
of the relative permittivity of gold (er ), the radius R, the values
of the scattering efficiency maximum maxλ0 ( Qsca ) and the
resonant wavelength λr , calculated from the full Mie theory.
The whole output data O of size 80,400 is used.

of uncertainties. Scattering efficiency calculated from the full
Mie theory (gray lines) and from the dipole approximation
(black lines), using the mean value of the relative permittivities of gold for each wavelength. Uncertainties are calculated
for µ( R) = 19, 21, 23, 25, 27 and 29 nm, with the method of
propagation of uncertainties.

E.1. Correlation study

The
most
significant
correlation
coefficient
is
|ρ( R, maxλ0 ( Qsca ))| = 0.9744.
The next ones are
|ρ(<(er ), λr )| = 0.5566 and |ρ( R, λr )| = 0.5185. These
two last values are not close enough to 1 to be significant.
These results can be confirmed by the visual inspection of
all the scatter plots (not shown here). The dispersion of
the correlation coefficients can be computed along the 201
realizations of the Monte Carlo procedure. The standard
deviation of |ρ( R, maxλ0 ( Qsca ))| is 0.0013, that of |ρ(<(er ), λr )|
is 0.020. The dispersion decreases with the absolute value of the
correlation coefficient. These uncertainties govern the number
of significant digits.
E.2. Visualization of the behavior law

Let us focus on the relationship between the radius R and the
mean value of maxλ0 ( Qsca )) computed over the 20 values of
relative permittivities of gold. Sorting the random values of R
and the values of the scattering efficiency maximum accordingly,
reveals a deterministic law that links R and µ(maxλ0 ( Qsca )).
Figure 11 shows the corresponding points. The plots of the scattering efficiencies calculated from the mean values µ(er ) of the
relative permittivities for each wavelength (see Sec. 3.B.2). These
deterministic approaches use the full Mie theory (gray line) and
from the dipole approximation (black line). The corresponding
uncertainties also are plotted as crosses.
The sample which comes from the propagation of uncertainties falls in the interval of uncertainties of the full Mie theory, but
not in those of the dipole approximation. The maximum of the
scattering efficiencies found by propagating the uncertainties
is much greater than those calculated from the mean value of
the 20 relative permittivities following a uniform distribution
for each wavelength λ0 . Therefore, calculating a behavior law is
possible, and the effective relative permittivities can be deduced.

E.3. Behavior laws from models

Two approximations have been proposed in Sec. 3.A (Eqs. (15)
and (16) (the dipole approximation)). The dipole approximation
depends on x4 and the second term of the series in Eq. (15) depends on x6 . Therefore, the fitting of the scatter plot in Fig. 11 is
possible with these polynomials. Using the dipole approximation (Eq. (16): Qsca = α1 x4 ) for fitting the sorted statistical data,
leads to a new coefficient obtained from Levenberg-Marquardt
nonlinear regression [58, 59]: α1 = 13.630 (uncertainty 0.016) instead of α1 = 8.830 (calculated using the mean value of relative
permittivities of gold er = −3.789 + 2.310i at λ0 = λr = 518 nm,
where i is the imaginary unit (i2 = −1) ). The correlation coefficient of the best-fitting curve using the α1 x4 model is ρ = 0.9997
against ρ = 0.996.
The fitting of output data by the power series expansion for
Qsca ( x ) for about x = 0 to order x6 (Eq. (15)) gives Qsca = C1 x4 +
C2 x6 with C1 = 11.602 and C2 = 18.90 (uncertainties 0.013
and 0.14 respectively). The correlation coefficient is improved
to ρ = 0.99995. Therefore the model used for fitting is more
accurate for x ∈ [0.2149; 0.3699] (the dipole approximation is
not sufficient to fit the data). The great advantage of using two
terms in series is the possibility to deduce the effective relative
ef f

permittivity of particles: er

2(5 − 3C1 )C1 + 5C2
(4 + 3C1 )C1 − 10C2

(31)

(−4C12 + 24C13 − 20C1 C2 − 25C22 )
(4C1 + 3C12 − 10C2 )2 (−16 + 5C2 )

(32)

ef f

<(er ) =

s
ef f
=(er )

=3

= −2.28 + 1.76i:

E.4. Behavior laws from polynomials

The “blind” polynomial fitting is used if no available model
enables the choice of the polynomials. It gives the following
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results, with correlation coefficient 0.99996:
max( Qsca )

F.2. Comparison with classical optimization

=

a0 + a1 R + a2 R2 + a3 R3

=

0.1128 + 0.0487R +

λ0

0.00839R2 + 0.000657R3 .

(33)

The uncertainties of the polynomial coefficients are respectively
0.0015, 0.0012 nm−1 , 0.00038 nm−2 and 4.9 × 10−5 nm−3 . In this
case, increasing the degree of polynomials does not improve
significantly the correlation coefficient and the polynomials has
no physical sense, but can also be used to predict the scattering
efficiency for all radii within the considered investigated interval. Moreover, the inverse function can be calculated, giving R
(nm) as a function of the desired value of the maximum of the
scattering efficiency:


R

=

1/3
D1
1 
1/3

q
+
 − a2 + 2
3a3
− D2 + D22 − 4D13
1/3 #

q
1
3
2
(34)
− D2 + D2 − 4D1
21/3

with:
D1

=

a22 − 3a1 a3 ,

(35)

and:
D2

=

14

2a32 − 9a1 a2 a3 + 27a23 ( a0 − max( Qsca )).

(36)

λ0

The sample obtained from the propagation of uncertainties
has been used to deduce behavior laws and effective optical
properties. The study of correlation is a first indicator of the
deterministic link that can exist between inputs and outputs.
Then, the non linear fitting of data, according to known models
or polynomials is possible. The results of the fittings and curves
in Fig. 11 confirm that the dipole approximation cannot be considered as sufficiently accurate. Consequently, only the sample
O obtained from the Mie theory will be used in the following
applications: optimization and resolution of inverse problem.
F. Illustration of application #3: optimization

The optimization process only corresponds to a change of point
of view in the analysis of the results of the propagation of uncertainties (Sec.2.E). In the present case, optimization consists
in selecting the sets of model inputs (the radii) that guarantee
a sufficient level of the scattering efficiency. According to the
above results, the lack of accuracy of the dipole approximation
leads us to use the samples obtained from the full Mie theory.
F.1. Processing the whole sample of size 80,400

A tolerance tO = 0.90 gives max(maxλ0 ( Qsca )) = 0.414. The
number of selected data is 78. The evaluated mean value of
the selected radii is µ = 24.7 nm. The standard deviation
is σ = 2.4 nm and therefore, the relative uncertainty should
be reduced to 9.7%. The coverage interval (p = 95%) is
c
CI95%
= [20.3; 28.9] nm and sy = 0.17%. Consequently, reducing
the uncertainty of the radius of the produced particles is unnecessary, if that on the relative permittivity remains unchanged.

We can compare these results of optimization to those obtained
from evolutionary optimization, by using the method described
in [27]. The evolutionary optimization gives the best result
over the domain of search. For each wavelength λ0 , 30 random
relative permittivities and 30 radii are generated (uniform distributions). These populations are recombinated, are mutated
to produce an input set (size 100). The 30 best input sets are
selected within the evolutionary loop until their relative dispersion is lower than a target (10−6 ). For each wavelength λ0 , the
best radius is 27.5 nm (the upper boundary of the domain of
search). Indeed, the function Qsca ( R) is an increasing function
of the radius. The best result is max(maxλ0 ( Qsca )) = 0.1764
at λr = 519.9 nm. Moreover, the real part and imaginary part
of the relative permittivity of gold are found respectively at
the maximum and the minimum of their interval of search at
λ0 = λr : <(er ) = −3.4242 and =(er ) = 1.7702 . The imaginary
part of the relative permittivity contributes to the dimming and
widening of the resonance peak of the scattering efficiency and
therefore should be as small as possible. The real part tends
toward the pole of the scattering efficiency er = −2. This result
is also supported by the optimization using a wider domain of
search for the relative permittivity: [−4; 0] for the real part and
[0; 2] for the imaginary part. Indeed, the optimum is found for
<(er ) = −2.1887, =(er ) < 10−6 and R = 22.5. In this case, the
smaller the radius is, the better the dipole approximation is. The
first terms of series (15) are therefore dominant.
Even if the classical optimization is of interest to explain the
physical behavior of the light scattering by gold nanoparticles,
finding the global optimum does not allow us to get intervals
of suitable inputs, useful for experimental tuning. In contrast
to this global optimization strategy, the proposed method gives
a set of acceptable inputs, by relaxing the constraint on the
searched optimum. Indeed, intervals can be deduced and therefore, the improvement of the experiments is possible by indicating the critical parameters and their tolerated uncertainty.
Saving computing time is of interest and therefore, the comparison of the results obtained from the whole sample and from
a single realization are of interest.
F.3. Processing a sample of size 400

As an example, we consider the first sample (400 values), for
which max(maxλ0 ( Qsca )) = 0.188. The number of selected sets
of inputs is 25. The mean value for selected radii is µ = 24.7 nm
with a standard deviation σ = 1.9 nm. The relative dispersion
of radii is therefore 8%. The coverage interval (p = 95%) is
c
CI95%
= [21.3; 28.0] nm. A single realization gives therefore the
same order of magnitude except for the maximum of the scattering efficiency and for the boundaries of the coverage interval.
Moreover, the number of significant digits of these results cannot
be determined if the Monte Carlo scheme is not used.
Processing each of the 201 samples of 400 values, the minimums of the mean values, the standard deviations and the
boundaries of the coverage interval for R are 26.4 nm, 1.4 ×
10−5 nm, 25.9 nm, 26.5 nm, respectively. The corresponding
maximums are 33.6 nm, 0.314 nm, 33.6 nm, 33.6 nm. Therefore,
the results of the processing of single sample of size 400 should
be considered as indicative and not accurate.
The random data obtained from the propagation of uncertainties have been used for optimization. Therefore, in this
application of the method of propagation of uncertainties, the
challenge was to recover the sets of inputs leading to a sufficient scattering efficiency. However, the target also could be the
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recovery of inputs that lead to a short interval around a given
target value (output). This application of the propagation of
uncertainties through a model belongs actually to the resolution
methods of the inverse problems.
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the propagation of uncertainties could enlighten the method of
comparison of experimental and theoretical results with similar
approaches [1].

APPENDIX
G. Illustration of application #4: inverse problem resolution

For decades, nanoparticles are used to enhance the signal of
either Raman spectroscopy [34, 60–65] and fluorescence [56, 66–
72]. For these applications, even if the excitation wavelength is
matched to an electronic transition of the investigated molecule
or crystal, the detected signal is weak. Therefore, the resonance
of the interaction of light with nanoparticles can be used to enhance the detected signal. In this case, the challenge consists in
finding the radii R of nanoparticles that could produce a resonance at a specific wavelength λr . Actually, the variable should
be deduced from a constrained output of the model λr , but the inverse function of maxλ0 ( Qsca ) cannot be calculated analytically.
Fortunately the data obtained in Sec. 3.D are pairs of values
( R, λr ). Therefore, the selection of nanoparticles whose resonance is located within a narrow range of wavelengths around
the target is possible. [73].
As an illustration, let us search the variable sets that verify
λr = 518 ± 0.5 nm. The tolerance is therefore t I = 0.096% =
0.5/518 (Eq. (11)). The results are the followings:
• Sample of size 80,400:The size of the selected sample O I is
13,722. The mean value is µ = 24.9 nm and the standard
c
deviation is σ = 2.5 nm. The coverage interval is CI95%
=
[15.6; 29.1] nm. The uncertainty over the 201 realizations is
0.18 nm.
• Sample of size 400: (Tabs. 2-3), the number of selected
variables is 72. The mean radius is µ = 24.9 nm and the
standard deviation is σ = 2.4 nm. The coverage interval
c
is CI95%
= [20.0; 29.8] nm. Consequently, the average and
dispersion of the solutions retrieved from this atom sample
are significant unlike the coverage interval. The small size
of the second sample explains the discrepancy between
both coverage intervals.
• All samples of size 400: the minimums of the mean values,
the standard deviations and the boundaries of the coverage interval for R are 23.4 nm, 3.81 nm, 15.6 nm, 26.5 nm,
respectively. The corresponding maximums are 26.8 nm,
3.81 nm, 23.8 nm, 33.6 nm. Again, the repeated realizations
through the Monte Carlo scheme requires more computing
time but improves the results of the inverse problem.

4. CONCLUSION
The analytical and statistical methods of the propagation of uncertainties were presented. We illustrated the methods by the
problem of the scattering of light by a gold nanoparticle. We
have discussed the validity of the dipole approximation for a
gold nanosphere, 25 nm in radius. The comparison of models, the applications in optimization and in inverse problems,
the determination of behavior laws from the propagation of
uncertainties through a model have been presented. Cited references and suggestions for improvement could help to go further
and to see other illustrations. The purpose was to give tools
to make the most of the repeated computations from random
generated inputs of numerical models. The proposed applications can be applied to any physical model or repeated measurements. The opportunity to address the metrological problem of

A. ALGORITHM USED TO DETERMINE THE SIZE OF
THE SAMPLE
To make easily the connection with the Monte Carlo adaptive
procedure in Ref. [2], we use the same names as much as possible.
The coverage interval CI p% for the output quantity is defined in
Ref. [2](7.7). This is the shortest interval which contains p% of
the output values, p% being the coverage factor in percent. The
basic idea of this algorithm is to generate h Monte Carlo trials
of the M outputs o until the dispersion of the mean value, the
standard deviation and the boundaries of the coverage interval
falls within a stop criterion. This stop criterion is defined as the
relative tolerance on the output data.
Algorithm 1. Propagation of uncertainties algorithm. The

number of inputs of the model is N (N = 3 in our case:
( R, <(er ), =(er ))). All vectors are of dimension M (M = 400).
Mn is the numerical model, p is the coverage probability, µ is
the average (or mean value) and σ is the standard deviation.
ur (o) is the target accuracy for the output data.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

procedure S AMPLE(ur (P ),Is (o), p, ur (o), Mn ) . The sizes
of P and o are M.
M ← ∏iN=1 [ur (Pi ).Is (Pi )]
. Initialization
O←∅
h←1
. The following condition must be fulfilled.
while 2sy > ur (o) do
. Stopping criterion
h ← h+1
(h)
[o(h) , O (h) , µ(h) , σ(h) , CI p% ] ← POU(M, O , Mn )
if h > 1 then
√
sµ ← σ(µ(1..h) )/µ(µ(1..h) )/ h
√
su(O) ← 2σ(O)/µ(O)/ h × M
(1..h)
(1..h) √
sylow ← σ(ylow )/µ(ylow )/ h
(1..h)
(1..h) √
syhigh ← σ(yhigh )/µ(yhigh )/ h
sy ← max({sµ , su(O) , sylow syhigh })
return [O ]
criterion.

. The sample that verifies the convergence

The output O of the procedure S AMPLE is the sample of
size M × h that fulfills the convergence criterion: the maximum of the relative standard deviations of the average, the
standard deviation and both boundaries of the coverage interval, is lower than the relative tolerated uncertainty of the outputs
(ur (o)). The mean values µ(O), the standard deviation σ(O)
and the upper and lower boundaries of the coverage interval
CI p% ← [ylow (O); yhigh (O)] are deduced. The relative uncertainty of each output limits the significant digits on these data.
The procedure S AMPLE (Alg. 1) uses the functions POU (Alg. 2)
to compute the mean value, the standard deviation and the covc (Alg. 3), considering a confidence
erage interval (function CI p%
level p.

B. GLOSSARY
The notations and quantities used in this tutorial are summarized in Tabs. 4-7.
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Algorithm 2. Propagation of uncertainties function. Mn is

the numerical model, p is the coverage probability, µ is the
average (or mean value) and σ is the standard deviation. ur (o)
is the target accuracy for the output data.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function POU(M, O , Mn , p%)
P ← N (µ(P ), σ(P ))
. For normal law distribution.
for j = 1..M do o j ← Mn (P j , X ) . P j is the j-th vector
µ ← µ(o j )
. Vector of estimate averages.
σ ← σ(o j )
. Vector of estimate standard deviations.
c ( o , p%, M )
[ylow ; yhigh ] ← CI p%
. Coverage interval.
j
O ← O∪o
. Merged outputs
return [o , O , µ, σ, CI p% ]

Algorithm 3. Coverage interval. b.c is the integer part [2](7.7)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

c (y, p%, M)
function CI p%

y ← sort(y), δ ← 10−20
if yi+1 = yi then
y i +1 = y i + δ
. y is a vector of strictly increasing data, size M
q ← b M × p%/100c
. Integer part of M × p
ymin ← y(1), ymax ← y( M )
for r = b( M − q)/2c..b( M + q)/2c do
if y(r + q) − y(r ) < ymax − ymin then
ymax ← y(r + q), ymin ← y(r )
return [ymin , ymax ]

Table 5. Summary of the general notations for statistics,
propagation of uncertainties, optimization and inverse problems (Sec. 2.F-D and Sec. 3).

Names

Quantities
Statistics

N (m, σ)

Normal distribution, mean m, standard deviation σ

U (m, σ)

Uniform distribution, mean m, standard deviation σ

µ (.)

estimated mean value (or average)

σ (.)

estimated standard deviation

sµ

estimated relative standard deviation of the mean

ρ(., .)

Pearson’s correlation coefficient

ptest

Computed probability of H0

α

level of significance of the test

νe f f

effective degrees of freedom

tO = 0.90

tolerance for optimization

XO , PO

solutions for optimization

t I = 0.096%

tolerance for inverse problem

XI , PI

solutions for inverse problem

Table 4. Summary of the notations, quantities, and uncertain-

ties for models (Sec. 2 and Sec. 3).
Names

Quantities

Ma

analytical model

Mn

numerical model

M1 (P , X )

model

M2 (P , X )

model approximation

er (., .)

relative error on the approximation

p or p%

level of confidence

P

er (λ0 ) input parameter

c
CI p%

coverage interval

X

R input variable

ylow

lower boundary

ur ( R) = 10%

relative uncertainty

sylow

relative standard deviation

N=3

( R, <(er ), =(er )), inputs of the models

yhigh

higher boundary

o

outputs: maxλ0 ( Qsca ), λr

syhigh

relative standard deviation

ur (maxλ0 ( Qsca )) = 1%

relative uncertainty

CI p%

coverage interval for the sample

ur (λr ) = 0.1%

relative uncertainty

zs

coverage factor (sample)

M = 400

size of o

µ
CI p%

coverage interval for the estimated mean

O

merged output results

zm

coverage factor (mean)

M × max(h) = 80, 400

size of O (201 × 400)

Table 6. Summary of the notations, quantities for coverage

intervals (Sec. 2 and Sec. 3).
Names

Quantities
Coverage intervals
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Table 7. Summary of the notations and quantities for the

scattering of light by nanoparticles.
Names

Quantities

λ0

wavelength of light in vacuum

hν = h̄ω

photon energy

er ( λ 0 )

relative permittivity of gold (complex number)

R

radius of a spherical particle

2π λR0

size parameter of the particle

x=

Qsca

scattering efficiency (full Mie model)

Qdsca

scattering efficiency (dipole approximation)

maxλ0 (.)

maximum of (.) on an interval of wavelengths

max(maxλ0 (.))

maximum on the realizations

λr

resonant wavelength
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